Computer based sleep recording and analysis.
Sleep analysis is based on polysomnography. Modern polysomnographic systems are computer based. Visual and automatic analysis of sleep and respiration is supported by most computer based systems. Four functions can be distinguished in computer based polysomnography: recording, documentation during the recording, automatic and visual analysis and report generation. This review compiles the minimal requirements for digital sleep recording, documentation, analysis and reporting. The basic principles of automatic sleep analysis are reported. The requirements and the basic principles for the analysis of non-electroencephalography (EEG) signals, such as respiration, snoring, oxygen saturation, electrocardiography (ECG) and options are reported. New developments in sleep EEG processing are discussed to enlighten how computer based sleep analysis can add quantative parameters to the rules for visual sleep staging established by Rechtschaffen and Kales 30 years ago. This helps to extend our understanding of sleep.